Decision support tools
for retail and commercial
real estate professionals

Since 1989,

Codata activity has consisted in creating
and managing databases dedicated to
the retail real estate and retail industry.
The idea came up with the wish to create, in
France, a database of Retail Locations that
could be used by all professionals of the
sector.
Initially developed in city centres, the project
has gradually started to focus on all types
of commercial Sites: city centres, shopping
centres, retail areas, retail parks and outlet
centres. The gradual geographical extension
has led to a coverage of ten countries
including successively, France, Belgium
and Luxembourg, Italy and Spain, Portugal
and the Netherlands and finally Germany,
Switzerland and Austria.

Codata constantly improves
and diversifies its products and
services to live up to the clients’
expectations with 24/7 solutions
on subscription that can be
downloaded on request.
Codata has become a reference
on the retail real estate and
retail market in Europe.
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data
fields
More than 700,000 Retail Locations
spread over the 10 studied countries.
These Locations account for about 80% of the retail turnover recorded in the 10 listed
countries. They approximately represent 25% of the total number of shops in each country.
These locations are accurately georeferenced and positioned. They are linked to the official
administrative units of the territory to which they belong.

7,700 commercial Sites

spread over the 10 studied countries.
These Sites are carefully defined and are accurately georeferenced and positioned. Their
perimeters can be imported into a GIS. They are also very accurately mapped at the level of
cadastral parcel units.
Many attributes characterise those sites and provide Codata clients with exact, accurate and
updated information.

Site after Site, Location after
Location...Codata teams are
continuously mobilised
to provide the clients with the
most reliable data on the
market.

A unique database
in Europe
The creation and the maintenance of Codata
database are based on an original and
comprehensive method consisting of "Field
Research" and "In-House Research". This
method has been improved over the years. It
presents an extremely low error rate, which

More than 1,000 retail Projects
related to 7,700 described commercial Sites
The aim of a retail Project is to noticeably modify the local retail organisation. Codata
classifies them according to several categories. A commercial Project can be listed in Codata
database even before it has been granted administrative authorisations.

7,000 Retailers, 25,000 related contacts and

300,000 Retail Locations occupied by these Retailers
All Retailers that have a network of at least 10 shops are listed in the database. Codata offers
a detailed index card for each of them with the names, phone numbers and email addresses
of contacts in charge of retail and real estate as well as a link to the locations addresses.

2,500

Service Providers of the retail real estate industry and
10,000 contacts
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They are retail real estate professionals and retail specialists:
•
Retail real estate advisors and network developers
•
Lessors, developers, investors and managers
•
Experts in the retail real estate sector and market research companies
•	
Further operators such as associations, local authorities, urban retail
planning experts, etc.

grants a high level of reliability to Codata
database. Data can also be compared through
time (data history).

Field data collections are
exclusively carried out by intern
specially trained teams that use
identital methods and rules in
the 10 countries covered by
Codata.
Field data collections are
completed by the work of an
in-house team that is in charge
of press monitoring, internet
monitoring and contacts with
professionals of the sector.
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Everything about
commercial Sites

A large coverage

Codata offers precise and
regularly updated data on
7,700 listed commercial sites
such as Shopping Streets,
Shopping Centres and
Retail Areas in 10 European
countries. All these sites are
accurately georeferenced
and positioned. All of them
are available via detailed
maps at the level of cadastral
parcel units

Codata has applied the same collection methods
and the same definitions to comprise
a perfectly consistent database through ten
countries in Europe: Austria, Belgium, France,
Germany, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Portugal, Spain, Switzerland.

Codata clients can thus
use comparable data on
these ten countries and
for all five data fields.

7,700 sites
700,000
locations
1,000 projects

Annual update
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On-demand update
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Codata method : Precise and reliable

For more than 20 years, Codata teams of data
collectors-managers have been commissioned on the
field to continuously upload data that meets the clients’ needs.
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Codata original and sophisticated method combines
"Field Research" and "In-House Research" in order to have
an extremely low error rate and an incomparable level of reliability.
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Codata has designed several
products and services to live up to
the specific expectations of its clients.

codata
> EXPLORER
> FILES
> KEY PLANS
> MARKET PLACE
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Extensive services

Products designed
to meet each client’s
daily needs
codata EXPLORER

codata FILES

Codata Explorer is a 24/7 web service that

Country by country, Codata Files offers data files

allows the online consulting and download

on 7,700 Sites, 700,000 Locations, 7,000 Retailers

of all elements of Codata databases.

and 2,500 Service providers online.

Codata Explorer offers unlimited search

Codata Files gives access to raw data collected

possibilities in the five data fields and

by Codata, for instance, to integrate it with a GIS

for the 10 listed countries. A dynamic

or to prepare mailing lists by post or email.

cartographic interface allows the display
of Sites, Locations, Projects, commercial

A client can thus associate its own data to Codata

activities or even shops and Retailers.

perfectly georeferenced raw data and select, sort

This data can be downloaded in

analyse autonomously.

PDF format, whereas all alphanumerical
data, including XY coordinates of Sites
and Locations, can be downloaded in XLS
format.
With Codata Explorer, the retail
real estate professional has all the wealth
of the most comprehensive commercial
real estate database in Europe at his disposal,
constantly and just one click away.
An App for IOS and Androïd is available
(Codata Mobile, version for travelling).
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codata KEY PLANS

codata MARKET PLACE

Codata Key Plans sells detailed
maps of 7,700 commercial Sites
online as high-resolution PDF
files and as maps printed
on tear-proof canvases.

Codata Market Place lists ads
of Retail Locations available
on Codata Sites for free.

Codata Key Plans provide an overview of
a commercial Site: it is often the best way
to understand the retail organisation in
a city centre, a retail area or a shopping
centre.

Codata Market Place is designed for
professionals. It is a simple search engine

The client gets the detailed maps of a

with an interactive display. Browsing won’t

commercial Site in a vector format designed for

be disturbed by any advertisement. The

a very high quality printing. He also receives a

search engine directly leads to important

printed canvas of the selected Site (on a scale

information.

of 1 to 1,000 for city centres and of 1 to 3,000 for
retail areas).

Ads consulting is public and free of charge.
Codata Explorer clients can place ads on
Codata Market Place for free.
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Online Service

Codata provides the largest and
most comprehensive database on
commercial real estate and retail in
Europe.
Several products and services have
been designed to meet the clients’
needs regarding data access,
consulting or download frequency
or even regarding types of necessary
data.
Codata Explorer is the 24/7 service
allowing you to consult and download
online all elements of Codata
databases on many interfaces.
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